
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APA Genre (Level 1) APA Subgenre (Level 2) APA Subgenre (Level 3) 

Documentaries & Cultural Magazines Documentaries Documentaries 

Documentaries Monographies 

Cultural Magazines Educational  

Cultural Magazines Science and Environment 

Cultural Magazines History, Literature and Art  

Cultural Magazines Travels 

Fiction & Soap Operas Fiction TV Movies 

Fiction Miniseries 

Fiction Scripted 

Fiction Telefilms 

Soap Operas Sitcoms 

Soap Operas Soap Operas 

Soap Operas Telenovelas 

Entertainment Shows Reality Shows Reality Shows 

Talk Shows Talk Shows 

Quiz Shows Quiz Shows 

Variety Shows Variety Shows 

Music Shows Music Shows 

Music Magazines Music Magazines 

Factual Factual 

Food Shows Food Shows 

Game Shows Game Shows 

Lifestyle Lifestyle 

Talent Shows Talent Shows 

Kid’s Shows Cartoons Cartoons 

APA Genres and Subgenres 



 

 

DOCUMENTARIES & CULTURAL MAGAZINES 

Documentaries: medium-length or short film works focused on information based on documentation and 

research on characters, facts, places, and aspects of reality, free from fictional elements  

Monographies: a program that focuses on specific themes and characters and that deals deeply and 

selectively (through movies, testimonies, interviews, etc.) with the personal, historical, professional and 

artistic life of more or less famous characters. 

Educational: programs broadcast regularly (daily or weekly) dedicated to school or teaching. 

Science and Environment: in-depth cultural programs dedicated to scientific and environmental topics, 

examined through film reports and expert contributions. The presence of a host can link the filmed footage 

with the live studio. 

History, Literature and Art: in-depth cultural programs dedicated to historical, literary, and artistic themes, 

examined through film reports and expert contributions. The presence of a host can link the filmed footage 

with the live studio. 

Travels: magazines dedicated to travel and the knowledge of places, tourist attractions, and landscapes 

through reportages footage. 

 

FICTION & SOAP OPERAS 

TV Movies: a 90/100-minute film produced for television featuring a closed narrative line. 

Miniseries: a work with a closed narrative line featuring a defined and limited number of episodes. 

Scripted: a product in episodes based on a published story (generally the adaptation of literary works) or 

specially created for television. 

Telefilms: a series of 45-50 minutes episodes featuring closed and self-contained narrative schemes 

intertwined by one or more fixed characters and by recurring settings and themes. 

Sitcoms: a series of 25-30 minute episodes based on a small number of characters who interact in ordinary 

situations and “comedy” narrative plots. Shooting occurs exclusively indoors, and dialogues are accompanied 

by off-screen clapping and laughter. 

Soap Operas: a serial television product featuring an undefined, potentially unlimited number of 25-30-

minute episodes, generally broadcast daily. Originally from North America, it is characterized by repetitive 

and slow-paced intersecting plots lacking a final narrative conclusion. 

Telenovelas: a serial soap of South American origin focused on sentimental plots with an ultimate narrative 

conclusion. Produced in a precise number of episodes, it is generally planned to cover a television season 

(150-300 episodes). 
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ENTERTAINMENT SHOWS 

Reality Shows: a program based on the representation of real situations with ordinary people or celebrities 

as protagonists who interact in a narrative context that favors the spectacularization of the participants’ 

interpersonal dynamics and personal stories. 

Talk Shows: a show focused on interviews and debates between personalities from the world of 

entertainment, culture, sport, etc., moderated by a host in a television studio. Talk shows mainly deal with 

light or topical themes, also through the intervention of experts and often in the presence of an audience. 

Quiz Shows: a program where one or more participants answer general questions on general knowledge or 

culture that require preparation, increasing levels of competence, and even specific knowledge of the 

subjects covered by the quiz. The game process is emphasized by the prospect of winning a cash prize, 

generally significant. 

Variety Shows: an entertainment program stemming from the theatre that features a sequence of light 

performances, comedy sketches, and musical and artistic pieces conducted by a host who links the various 

attractions. 

Music Shows: an entertainment program based on musical performances often accompanied by moments 

of light entertainment such as sketches, interviews, ballets, artistic performances, etc., introduced by a host. 

Music magazines: a program broadcast on a regular basis (daily or weekly) dedicated to music. 

Factual: an educational program that documents real events, historical or current facts, reconstructed and 

dramatized in fictional form. 

Food shows: a light entertainment program dedicated to cooking and food in general, conducted in studio 

or made in the form of reportages, which may include the presence of characters who engage in culinary 

tests or in the creation of recipes. 

Game Shows: a program where one or more competitors challenge each other in games, skill tests, 

knowledge, or luck, finalized at achieving a prize or a cash prize. The playful structure of the game can be 

accompanied by moments of light entertainment, such as comedy sketches, musical performances, and 

ballets. 

Lifestyle: a genre made for television based on the representation of settings, customs and traditions of 

people and their daily lives and analyzed by experts and consultants who suggest changes, transformations, 

and improvements to lifestyles or habits, also through practical interventions and tutorials. 

Talent Shows: a show that combines variety and reality with ordinary people or non-professional artists as 

protagonists. Participants prove their “talent” by competing in skill tests as part of a competition that includes 

one or more winners and a final prize. 

 

KID’S SHOWS 

Cartoons: audiovisual works based on the sequential repeating of animated drawings featuring fictional 

characters, actions, and settings, mainly aimed at children. 
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